Name of Track | Clinton Raceway
---|---
Date | Sunday, July 9 2023
Post Time | 1:30
Weather | Overcast, 23C Wind 11km/hr E
Track Condition | Fast
No of Races | 11
Number of qualifying races | 0
Total Entries | 87
Mutual Handle | $96,531

Contact Vet
Paddock Meeting
Track Maintenance Meeting
Investigator Visit
Outgoing Senior Judge Update

Senior Judge
Kelly Counsell

Associate Judge
Neil McCooag

Report on day’s events:
(Accidents, claims, fines and/or suspensions, objections and/or disqualifications, refunds and any other pertinent incidents) ....

Office:
R3, R5, R9, R10 – Ontario Sires Stakes Grass Roots Pace, 3yo colts
R11 – Kin Pace Final, 3yo fillies
  - James MacDonald excused from one drive in R2
  - J.R. Plante excused from his drive in R5
  - Travis Cullen excused from his drive in R9

Races:
R1 – Clear
R2 – Driver Shawn O’Brien issued a first offence urging penalty, $200 and a driving suspension July 16,17,18. Ruling #2254174.
R3 – OSS -Review the break of #1 Watchmaker (T. Moore) in the first turn. No violations.
R4 – Clear
R5 – OSS -INQUIRY x2

1\textsuperscript{st} - Reviewed racing in the final turn for a possible pylon violation by #5 Coop A Loop (J. MacDonald, F3). Inside two pylons but not lapped on at the finish. No violation of the pylon rule.

2\textsuperscript{nd} - Reviewed the break by #1 Thersomthinggoinon (Beau Brown) before the start. The trailer #8 was following #2 and avoided any interference. All horses received a fair start.

#6 Clints Vett was distanced in the race and must qualify for performance. Trainer Tim Myers was notified.

R6 – Clear.

R7 – Reviewed the break in the stretch on #3 Anchor So Reel, and the break before the ¼ on #4 Time to Imagine. No violations. #2 Cove Beach goes on the Judges List for a negative Coggins required. Trainer Paul Coulter was notified. #7 Putyourbettdown finished in 204.4 and must qualify. Trainer Randy Parish was notified.

R8 – OSS - Reviewed the break of #7 Fern Hill Breeze at the head of the stretch. No violations.

R9 – OSS – INQUIRY #4 Palladium Hanover (B. McClure) made a break in the stretch and fell, unseating the driver and interfering with #2 Shadows Terror (T. Moore) to the outside, sending this driver to the track. #2 was loose on the track and charted as did not finish (DNF). #4 was also charted DNF. All horses but the winner #3 Sounds Good (D. McNair) were charted with interference. Emergency lights were activated, the drivers involved were attended to by EMS. Bob McClure stayed on his feet and was reported as uninjured. Tyler Moore was replaced on his drive in R11.

R10 – Clear

R11 - Clear

Claims:

R4 - Beef N Cheddar (1) $7,000. Ow – Tess Waxman, Antonio DiMario, Maureen Taylor. Tr – Isaac Waxman